Introduction

Senior surgeons who completed their formal surgical training before the video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) lobectomy era have had more experience with lobectomy via thoracotomy while their thoracoscopic training background contrasts from younger surgeons. However, this does not seem to have an unfavourable effect on their performance. Despite the literature recognising the critical points of influence of the learning curve for resident surgeons, limited data are focusing on the incremental performance of VATS lobectomy by senior surgeons. The Very Experienced Time-honoUred Surgeons (VETUS) project aims to understand this trend in the VATS group and to introduce an approach to the VATS lobectomy involving senior surgeon. The VETUS project is based on a self-assessment program where the senior surgeon (independently and in complete anonymity) follows a 1-year approach to training in VATS lobectomy. At predefined time intervals, the surgeon will be called to evaluate his performance according to a number of variables such as the choice of VATS lobectomy indications, the number of the port used and length of utility incision, time spent in dissecting the hilar structures and the overall percentage of VATS lobectomy performed in 1 year compared to open. The self-assessment of the VETUS project is a unique opportunity to define the path of a systematic approach to training outside the traditional modalities with the ultimate aim of supporting quality of standardised VATS lobectomy throughout the country.
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These programs represent a priority for developing country health systems (2), in environments where often adequate training is a relevant cost factor. In public healthcare systems based on reimbursement policies, the expenses related to training may be denied coverage. As a consequence, the costs of surgical training are perhaps, even today, a primary cause for limited training efforts. The costs may be responsible for more decrease of tutorial assistance in case of an augmented competition of the healthcare. Therefore, a remarkable issue is due to the missed training opportunities for senior surgeons. In the past decades, in almost all industrialised countries, healthcare has become at any rate a competitive market, economic disadvantages for teaching institutions will decrease the training capacities (3).

**How assess the seniors learning curve for VATS lobectomy?**

The credentialing process demands that the thoracic surgeon meet universally recognised standards of practice. Privileging should be based on competence and centred on continuous quality improvement. The responsibility for guaranteeing that a surgeon has acquired the appropriate training and mentorship in the acquisition of new technological skills lies with the practitioner and the hospital where practices (4). Knowledge, decision-making ability, communication and technical skills were involved in the surgical competence. Checklist and Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE)-type scales for evaluation of surgical skills are efficient and unswerving methods of assessing dexterity. To decrease the effects of the patient’s variability in the assessment process, the tools for assessing the surgical skills were advanced. Many points should be evaluated when selecting proper models for evaluation of surgical skills. Is the task effective? Can the task correctly distinguish between experienced, intermediate and novice surgeons? Is there a maximum or bottom effect? Is the task too easy/complicated? Therefore, the subjects perform well/poorly? Is the task too complicated, so that even skilled surgeons may perform poorly, making discernment within the control group impossible? Could we assess the skill be isolated from the task? Consequently, the question is not whether a task is valid, but whether it is correct for our group of subjects. Evaluations of surgical skills have many potentials practises beyond the ability evaluation. The development of longitudinal analysis and formative feedback could be led by repeated examinations of technical performance during training. The longitudinal analysis could enable a helpful evaluation of the performance, allowing the highlight and the correction of the possible deficiencies with targeted training specific. This could be used within a training schedule to control the progress or the repetition requirement (5). Privileging to perform a new procedure should not be based exclusively on the numbers of procedures performed but on the evaluation of knowledge and skills and outcomes of surgical care. The educational experience should be transparent and include verification of knowledge acquisition, safety, skill assessment, monitoring of outcomes, and contribution to a non-stop quality improvement program (4).

**The Very Experienced Time-honoUred Surgeons (VETUS) project**

VATS for major pulmonary resections in early-stage pulmonary cancer are performed on average only in about 35% of potential patients. In recent years, the causes of such a delay in the narrow distribution of VATS lobectomy have been attributed to costs generated by VATS instrumentation or the absence of a case mix that would allow exposure to patients with early-stage lung cancer. A recent study points out, however, that the cardinal reasons that justify a considerable variability in clinical practice are the lack of preference for VATS by surgeons (6). On the other hand, in Europe, the educational attention towards senior surgeons (i.e., the ones who have practised thoracic surgery independently for at least 10 years) is lacking a defined and transparent path (7). The most senior surgeons should be converted to the VATS lobectomy since the dissemination pattern of this technique is ongoing. On the other hand, the training of senior surgeons could be facilitated if Interpreted with degree of flexibility some of the major tenets of VATS surgery. For example, they could look through the utility port during some well-established phases of the procedure and only for many limited times in the steep part of the learning curve. The original 6–8 cm length of the utility thoracotomy may be acceptable. The number of ports, the case selection for VATS lobectomy, and, the overall percentage of VATS lobectomies per year could be defined as a measure of progress in the learning curve (8).

The VETUS project aims to understand this trend in the VATS group (9) and to introduce an approach to the VATS lobectomy involving senior surgeon. The VETUS
The project is based on a self-assessment program where the senior surgeon (independently and in complete anonymity) follows a 1-year approach to training in VATS lobectomy. At predefined time intervals, the Surgeon will be called to evaluate his performance according to a number of variables such as the choice of VATS lobectomy indications, the number of the port used and length of utility incision, time spent in dissecting the hilar structures and the overall percentage of VATS lobectomy performed in 1 year compared to open. From the set of results obtained at each time interval a final score will be extrapolated and its value measured to a ruler representing the range of possible actions to be taken based on the acquired performance. The number of the scale will correspond to an indication on how to continue training in VATS lobectomy. The VETUS self-assessment should be part of a more extensive and complete training program that includes wet lab, simulation, mentorship 1:1, room supervision or movie tutorials. VETUS can also be a useful tool for surgeons already introduced to VATS lobectomy with difficulty to move to a higher level of experience.

In conclusion, the self-assessment of the VETUS project is a unique opportunity to define the path of a systematic approach to training outside the traditional modalities with the ultimate aim of supporting quality of standardised VATS lobectomy throughout the country.
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